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Sewing hooks on the french fold
This sewing space was invented by Impulsa, under assign-
ment of the proofed sewing head and the special know-how 
of our dutch representatives, to lead and sew the hooks for a 
fl emish plaite. 
The only machine on the market with top – and bottom feed 
for leight and also for heavy fabrics. The speed seamer is pro-
vided with thread clipper, pin positioning as well as seam lines 
programm and display
The additional unit gives hook after hook fom behind under 
the foot.

Benefi ts:
 With one seam or two seams, so-called L-Track 
  You save a bunch of time
 Hook after hook neatly processed 
 Minor orientation for the operator 
  Depot for 100 hooks easy to refill 
 Hooks are available from us on request (machine is also 

suites all other hooks. Please specify in the order)

Sewing of hooks

Art-No.  Equipment
6.1085 NA FF Sewing place with top and bottom feed, 230 V AC
6.MF-H.75 Hooks 75 mm adjustable, VE = 500
6.134R.80 Needle system  VE = 10

Sewing place with top and bottom feed

Sewing place with bottom feed, on request 
deliverable
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Sewing on hooks  
This sewing place was developed by Impulsa by using the 
well-tried sewing heads either Brother or Juki or others, on 
demand of the customer. All these high-speed machines are 
equipped with a thread trimmer, a hook seaming program and 
display and the design supplies hook after hook from the side 
to the needle. Extremly effi cient on heavy materials 

There are different possibilities of sewing: 
 a lot of time is economized - nevertheless is hook by hook  

 neatly made
 hopper for 100 hooks is easy to be filled 
 hooks are obtainable with us - machine  is also suitable for  

 all other hooks - Please indicate at your order. 
 The machome has a laser line supporting device, to place  

 the pleat and to guarantee that the distances from pleat to  
 pleat are perfect, in distances from 65 to 185    
 mm. The hook will automatically insert in 75 to 95 mm   

Sewing of Hooks

Art-No.  Equipment
6.140 NTFF with J-sewing head
6.1306 NA FF with SS-sewing head
6.311 NAFF cpl. with B-sewing head air operated  
 folding device
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Sewing of french folds 
This is our most advanced machine based on a backtack 
sewing head with a large sewing fi eld.

 Folding the pleats automat. either single or tripple
 Inserting the hooks. 

 Sewing automatically by programm
 Thread cutter
 Air operated folding device 
  just insert the fabric - the pleat will be done exactly -  

 the hook will be setted and the sewing program start 
 as you may request.

 There is an easy and fast  space ranger.
 Hook by hook will be inserted.

 Stitch length adjustable from 0,7 to 2,5 mm
 Needle cooling up to 2700 Stiche/min.

There are different possibilities of sewing: 
The so-called L-Tack with one or two  seams, very much 
time is economised, nevertheless is hook by hook is nea-
tly made. Hopper for 100 hooks is easy to be filled. Hooks 
are obtainable with us - machine  is  also  suitable for all 
other hooks. Please indicate  at your order. This is the 
most time saving machine and offers by using of the auto-
matic folding device very exact and perfect pleats in diffe-
rent  depths from 25mm to 35mm and stitching.
Workstation with Servo motor, display, preprogrammed.

Sewing of hooks

Art-No.  Equipment
5.1306 NAFF with automat. folding device, 230 V
5.NAFF 311 with  manual folding device
6.190 R WTX 190 Needlesystem


